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Cu(In,Ga)Se2 films are used as absorber layers in chalcopyrite thin film solar cells. As the gallium

concentration in the absorber can be used to control the band gap, there have been many efforts to vary

the gallium concentration in depth to gain an optimum balance of light absorption, carrier collection,

and recombination at different depths of the absorber film, leading to improved quantum efficiency. In

this study, we investigate the effect of the maximum substrate temperature during film growth on the

depth dependent gallium concentration. For the in-depth gallium concentration analyses, we use two

techniques, covering complementary depth ranges. Angle dependent soft x-ray emission spectroscopy

provides access to information depths between 20 and 470 nm, which covers the depth range of the

space charge region, where most of the photoexcited carriers are generated. Therefore, this depth range

is of particular interest. To complement this investigation we use secondary neutral mass spectrometry,

which destructively probes the whole thickness of the absorber (�2lm). The two methods show

increasingly pronounced gallium and indium gradients with decreasing maximum substrate temperature.

The probing of the complementary depth ranges of the absorbers gives a consistent picture of the

in-depth gallium distribution, which provides a solid basis for a comprehensive discussion about

the effect of a reduced substrate temperature on the formation of gallium gradients in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and

the device performance of the corresponding reference solar cells. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3656986]

I. INTRODUCTION

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films are widely used as absorber

layers in chalcopyrite thin film solar cells. Record cells with a

standard device structure glass/Mo/Cu(In,Ga)Se2/CdS/ZnO

have recently achieved a remarkable conversion efficiency of

20.3%.1 The material properties of the roughly 2 lm thick

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 chalcopyrite thin film determine the optoelec-

tronic properties of the devices to a large extent. Especially,

the gallium content ggi¼ [Ga]/([Ga]þ [In]) can be used to

adjust the band gap of the material from 1.0 eV to 1.7 eV

within a range of ggi¼ 0 and ggi¼ 1, respectively. This

increase of the band gap affects for the most part the position

of the conduction band minimum and only to a minor degree

the valence band maximum.2,3 The control of the band gap

and band edge positions in the semiconductor via its gallium

content, offers possibilities to optimize the photovoltaic

performance of the solar cells. Thereby, the optimization is

not limited to the overall band gap and gallium content within

the film. It is, for example, possible to engineer the energy

level alignment at the crucial interface between the p-type

absorber and the n-type window layer by adjusting the gallium

content at the surface of the absorber.3,4 By establishing a gal-

lium gradient, it is furthermore possible to balance absorption

and carrier recombination within the space charge region

(front grading). In addition, an increasing gallium content

towards the molybdenum back contact is expected to enhance

carrier collection and to decrease recombination via asymmet-

ric diffusion, repelling electrons from the Cu(In,Ga)Se2/Mo

interface.5–10 The combination of a gallium grading towards

the front and the back interfaces is commonly referred to as

double grading. In general, a double grading within a Cu(In,

Ga)Se2 thin film can be achieved via the standard three-stage

co-evaporation growth process.5,8 However, a compositional

grading can also be unfavorable for the device performance,

which holds in particular within the space charge region.7,11

Therefore a detailed knowledge of the gallium depth profile is

highly desirable. Recent studies by D. Abou-Ras et al.12 and

C. L. Perkins13 emphasize the necessity for comparative

investigations of elemental depth profiles by different analyti-

cal tools to achieve reliable results.

It is known that the substrate temperature during film

growth affects the gallium depth profiles in Cu(In,Ga)Se2

thin films grown in the three-stage process.14,15 Moreover,

the maximum process temperature during film growth is a

critical parameter when flexible substrates, as for example

polyimide foil, are used. Kaufmann et al.14 investigated the

effect of reduced maximum process temperatures on thea)Electronic mail: harry.monig@yale.edu.
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material properties of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films grown on float

glass substrates. A distinct effect of the maximum process

temperature on the gallium depth profile was found by cross-

sectional energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

The �2 lm thick absorbers were investigated by recording

EDX line scans along the device cross-sections, which,

under optimum conditions, show a maximum resolution of

120�150 nm.16 To get more detailed information about gal-

lium depth profiles at reduced maximum growth tempera-

tures, the present paper reports on comprehensive depth

profile analyses of absorber layers grown at three different

maximum process temperatures. For the investigations, we

use two methods, covering different depth ranges of the

absorber. Synchrotron based angle dependent soft x-ray

emission spectroscopy (AXES) non-destructively probes the

depth dependent composition, while covering information

depths between 20 and 470 nm. Thus, AXES provides infor-

mation about the depth dependent gallium content in a depth

range of the space charge region, which extends only a few

hundred nanometers into the bulk.9,17 In this depth range,

most of the photoexcited carriers are generated and spatially

separated under solar cell operation. Therefore, composi-

tional gallium gradients are here of particular interest. The

second method is secondary neutral mass spectrometry

(SNMS), which is a destructive technique, where the mate-

rial is successively removed to identify the constituent ele-

ments from a certain depth in a mass spectrometer. Thereby,

SNMS covers the whole depth range of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2

thin films. With our comparative investigation, we achieve a

comprehensive picture of the impact of the substrate temper-

ature on the depth dependent gallium distribution in samples

grown by the three-stage co-evaporation process.

II. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. AXES experiments

In our AXES experiments, the angle between the excit-

ing monochromatic synchrotron beam and the spectrometer

is fixed at 90�. The sample can be rotated with respect to this

arrangement. Considering this geometry, the emitted differ-

ential intensity dIE(x) from a volume element between x and

xþ dx of an emission line at energy E from a certain depth x
of a specimen s is given by18–20

dIE bð Þ ¼ I0QECiðxÞ
dX
4p

qðxÞ
cos b

� exp �xqðxÞ ls
EoðxÞ

cos b
þ ls

EðxÞ
sin b

� �� �
dx: (1)

Here, I0 is the intensity of the exciting synchrotron beam

with an energy E0, QE the sensitivity factor of the spectrome-

ter for a certain x-ray energy E, dX is the solid angle of the

detected signal, Ci(x) is the concentration of an element i in

a certain depth x, b is the angle between the sample surface

and the spectrometer (exit angle), q(x) is the density and

ls
Eo xð Þ and ls

E xð Þ are the mass absorption coefficients of a

specimen s for the incident and emitted radiation, respec-

tively. In the present work, we investigate gallium gradients,

which requires that the elemental concentrations, the absorp-

tion coefficients, and the density need to be considered as

functions of the sample depth. The density as a function of

the gallium content in the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films has been

calculated following Ref. 21, where the lattice distortion

due to the integration of gallium in the chalcopyrite matrix

is included. The absorption coefficients at a certain x-ray

energy and sample depth for our study are calculated by

lsðxÞ ¼ qsðxÞ
X

i

GiðxÞ
liðxÞ
qiðxÞ ; (2)

where Gi(x) is the proportion of weight of an element i, li(x)

the elemental absorption coefficient, and qi(x) the elemental

density. The elemental absorption coefficients and densities

have been taken from Ref. 22.

In x-ray emission spectroscopy, the information depth

can be defined as the depth normal to the surface, from

which 95% of the detected signal originates.23 With this, the

information depth IDXES can be deduced from Eq. (1), which

results in (see Ref. 19),

IDXES ¼ �lnð0:05Þðqðls
EoðxÞ=cosbþ ls

EðxÞ=sinbÞÞ�1: (3)

Assuming a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber material with a ho-

mogeneous elemental distribution of all elements and a cop-

per content of cgi¼ [Cu]/([Ga]þ [In])¼ 0.85 and a gallium

content of ggi¼ 0.30, IDXES can be plotted as a function of

the exit angle b. This plot is shown in Fig. 1 for the Ga

L3M4,5 (h�¼ 1097.9 eV) emission. A decrease in informa-

tion depth can be observed towards grazing exit geometry b
! 0�, where the emitted radiation is progressively attenuated

by the increasing exit path length. Similarly, towards grazing

incident geometry b! 90�, a decrease in information depth

can be achieved due to an increasing path length of the inci-

dent synchrotron beam, which leads to a limited penetration

of the exciting radiation perpendicular to the sample surface.

A maximum information depth of �470 nm is achieved at in-

termediate angles.

It should be emphasized that the information depth must

be regarded as an estimate for the probing depth. A measured

signal at a certain information depth cannot be regarded as

the signal from this particular depth. Rather, the exponential

damping of the exciting and emitted radiation (Eq. (1)) leads

to a convolution of the depth dependent concentration Ci(x)

FIG. 1. AXES information depth as a function of the exit angle b, calculated

for the Ga L3M4,5 emission line for Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (cgi¼ 0.85 and ggi¼ 0.3)

on the basis of Eq. (3). In agreement with our experiments, an excitation

energy of E0¼ 1200 eV was assumed.

093509-2 Mönig et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 093509 (2011)
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and the material inherent absorption. Therefore, model cal-

culations based on Eq. (1) are utilized to extract the informa-

tion related to elemental gradients.

Experimental details: The AXES experiments were per-

formed at the U 41 PGM beamline at the BESSY synchro-

tron facility using a soft x-ray grating spectrometer24 under

ultra high vacuum conditions. The spectrometer settings

were adjusted to cover the two emission lines Cu L3M4,5

(h�¼ 929.7 eV) and Ga L3M4,5 (h�¼ 1097.9 eV) in the same

energy window. Note that the photon energies of these

two emission lines are associated with similar absorption

coefficients in Cu(In,Ga)Se2, which means that the signal

originates from the same depth in the sample. Using a con-

stant excitation energy of 1200 eV, the spectra were recorded

in second diffraction order of a grating with the specifica-

tions: grating curve radius 5 m, blaze angle 0.8506�, incident

angle 2.6�, and line distance 2.51 lm. The sample manipula-

tor of the experimental setup allowed angle variations in

steps of 0.5�. To calibrate the angular scale, we determined

the grazing incident case for each sample by observing the

extension of the synchrotron beam spot on the samples with

an infrared camera. With this we achieved an accuracy of

this calibration, which is limited by the step size of the angle

adjustment and thus can be specified with 60.5�. The experi-

mental data are presented in form of the intensity ratio of the

copper and gallium emission lines as a function of the exit

angle: ICu(b)/IGa(b). The presented AXES data cover angles

between b¼ 89.0� and b¼ 45.0�, which correspond to infor-

mation depths of 20 and 470 nm, respectively.

As it will be discussed in more detail in the sample prep-

aration section, the chalcopyrite absorber films for high effi-

ciency solar cell applications are grown with a copper poor

integral composition. With respect to this bulk composition,

the surface of the absorber is even more copper depleted. In

agreement with results from epitaxially grown CuInSe2 in

Refs. 25 and 26, our previous studies by AXES and hard x-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy consistently provided strong

experimental evidence that this surface copper depletion of

polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films is limited to an

extremely thin and completely copper depleted surface

layer.20,27 This result supports first-principle calculations

that predict a defect-induced surface reconstruction, explain-

ing the unusual high stability of polar facets at chalcopyrite

surfaces, where massive removal of surface copper from the

top atomic layer compensates the charge imbalance of the

dipoles.28 Due to the limited sensitivity, such a thin surface

layer is not accessible by AXES. In fact we found that in the

depth range probed by AXES, the copper concentration can

be used as a reference for the depth dependent gallium con-

tent. A detailed discussion about this topic can be found in

Ref. 20.

Possible effects due to the surface roughness of the

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 films on the AXES measurements were inves-

tigated in detail.19,20 We found that it has only a small

impact on our AXES measurements, which can be attributed

to two major points: (i) the roughness of the films is mainly

related to differences in height at grain boundaries, while

on the grains there are large flat areas; (ii) as we evaluate

exclusively relative emission intensities of energies with

very similar absorption coefficients, the effect of the surface

roughness on the copper and gallium x-ray intensities is

equal and showed to have only a minor impact on the results.

B. SNMS experiments

In SNMS, a sample is destructively analyzed by layer-by-

layer removal of the material. An ion beam successively

erodes the material, while the ejected neutral atoms are post-

ionized and analyzed in a mass spectrometer. Our SNMS

investigations were carried out in a LEYBOLD LHS10 instru-

ment with a secondary neutral and ion mass spectrometer

module (SSM 200) using a Balzers 511 quadrupole for mass

separation. For sputter erosion the samples are bombarded by

a focused 5 keV Arþ ion beam under an angle of 60� to the

surface normal. The ion beam with a FWHM of about 100 lm

was scanned over an area of 3� 2 mm2. Neutral atoms and

molecules are post-ionized in the lens system of the SSM 200

module by an electron beam of 70 eV at a distance of about

2.5 cm from the sputtered area. Subsequently, the resulting

ions are transmitted through ion optics, into the mass filter and

detected as single ions by an electron multiplier. Note that

secondary ions from the sample and residual gas ions are sup-

pressed by the ion optics system. To increase the depth resolu-

tion of the measurement, sputtered neutral particles from the

crater walls are suppressed by electronic gating, where the

detection system is only activated when the ion beam hits a

defined area in the center of the sputter crater. For the pre-

sented depth profiles, sputtered particles were detected only

from an inner area of (1.8� 1.2)mm2, which represents 36%

of the sputtered area. Due to the high sputter cross sections for

neutral particles, the SNMS intensity profiles can be quanti-

fied. Sensitivity factors for the quantification of Cu(In,Ga)Se2

elements by SNMS were determined by a calibration proce-

dure, using cross-sectional energy-dispersive x-ray spectros-

copy and x-ray fluorescence analysis. In order to compensate

minor changes due to instrumental effects, each concentration

profile of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 is fitted to the overall layer concentra-

tion as measured with x-ray fluorescence. During Arþ etching,

the samples are cooled with liquid nitrogen to prevent migra-

tion and clustering of surface atoms. Without cooling, these

effects provoke a roughening of the sputtered surface and lead

to a decreased depth resolution. Furthermore, this causes a dis-

tortion of the elemental depth profiles. Therefore, the cooling

of the samples during the sputter process improves the preci-

sion of the SNMS depth profiles significantly.29

C. Sample preparation

The polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films were grown

on molybdenum coated float glass substrates, using a multi-

stage co-evaporation process, which is based on the three-

stage process.30,31 This type of deposition process is diffusion

limited as it largely relies on temperature induced elemental

inter-diffusion. The timeline for the element specific deposi-

tion rates and substrate temperature during the process is

schematically shown in Fig. 2. It is subdivided in three stages

as specified at the top of Fig. 2. The substrate temperature

during the first stage is T1 and during the second and third

stages T2. The selenium flux is held constant at �12 Å/s for

093509-3 Mönig et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 093509 (2011)
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all the processes. In the first stage the gallium and indium

precursors are deposited sequentially. During the second

stage, only copper and selenium are deposited. Initially, this

leads to the formation of a copper-poor chalcopyrite phase

and after surpassing the point of a stoichiometric composi-

tion, an intermediate segregation of copper selenides at the

absorber surface. At the end of stage two, the targeted nomi-

nal composition of the deposited film in terms of copper con-

tent is cgi¼ 1.15. In the third stage, solely gallium and

indium are supplied to achieve a final integral copper compo-

sition within a range of 0.80� cgiint� 0.92, which is manda-

tory for high efficiency solar cells.1 Process control is

realized using laser light scattering (LLS) and pyrometry.32

The three chalcopyrite thin films for the present study

were grown using a constant substrate temperature

T1¼ 330 �C and different T2, which was set to 330 �C,

425 �C, and 525 �C, in order to investigate the effect on the

gallium distribution in depth. The integral copper and gal-

lium contents from the three process runs were determined

by x-ray fluorescence analysis and are shown in Table I

together with the process times used for the different stages.

The targeted integral gallium content for the three films is

ggiint¼ 0.27. Care was taken to terminate the growth for

all the films by simultaneously closing the indium and the

gallium shutters at the end of stage three.

As the growth process is diffusion limited, the copper

flux during stage 2 had to be reduced for the lower process

temperatures T2 to prevent the early formation of copper

selenides. While the presence of this copper-rich growth

phase is required at some point during the deposition of a

high quality absorber,33 care needs to be taken that the cop-

per selenides form only after the overall stoichiometry of the

film becomes copper-rich, and not just at the surface near

region. Therefore, the decreased copper flux with decreasing

T2 is reflected in the longer process time t2 of the second

stage of the growth process (see Table I). Note that the effect

of different copper fluxes during low temperature multi-

stage co-evaporation on the resulting device quality was

recently investigated in more detail.34 The slight variation in

the final integral copper content of the three sample materials

(Table I) is most likely caused by a systematic error in the

utilization of the process control LLS, which is based on the

assumption of identical optical properties of the material. As

discussed within the following section, this assumption is not

strictly correct for our samples. Nevertheless LLS is judged

a highly powerful tool for in-situ process control.

From each process run, we fabricated reference devices,

which were completed by deposition of CdS in an aqueous

chemical bath, RF sputtering of a ZnO/ZnO:Al bilayer trans-

parent front contact and evaporation of a Ni/Al contact

grid (total device area: 0.5 cm2). I-V measurements were

performed using standard measurement conditions under

AM1.5 illumination. The photoactive band gaps of the solar

cell devices were determined via derivation of the external

quantum efficiency (EQE).

To prevent that surface contaminations affect the meas-

urements, the samples were treated in an aqueous KCN solu-

tion (5%) for 3 min at room temperature prior to the

measurement. After this KCN treatment the samples were

rinsed extensively in purified water, dried in a flow of nitro-

gen, and immediately transferred into ultra high vacuum.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the AXES and SNMS

data of the three samples grown at the different substrate

temperatures T2. The AXES data in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) show an

increasing angle dependence of the peak intensity ratio

ICu(b)/IGa(b) with decreasing substrate temperature. Note

that for better comparability, the AXES data are all shown

with the same scales. The SNMS depth profiles in Figs.

3(d)–3(f) show, consistent with AXES, an increasing inho-

mogeneous distribution of gallium and indium with sample

depth. Due to the isovalent substitution of gallium and in-

dium in the chalcopyrite matrix, the two elements show

opposed depth profiles. The solid lines shown together with

the AXES data are model calculations based on Eq. (1). For

these calculations, we assumed the copper and gallium depth

profiles CCu(x) and CGa(x) shown as dashed black lines in the

SNMS data (Figs. 3(d)–(f)), which are shown up to 470 nm

(the maximum information depth of AXES). Considering the

related depth dependence of the mass absorption coefficients

ls
Eo xð Þ; ls

E xð Þ
� �

and density q(x), we numerically integrated

Eq. (1) to gain ICu(b) and IGa(b) for a specific exit angle (b).

These integrations were performed for the whole range of

exit angles with a step size of Db¼ 0.01rad � 0.57� to

achieve a quasi-continuous function for ICu(b)/IGa(b). The

solid lines in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) were iteratively fitted to the

experimental AXES data by variations of the corresponding

concentration depth profiles CCu(x) and CGa(x).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the multi-stage co-evaporation process,

displaying elemental deposition rates and substrate temperature during film

growth.

TABLE I. Growth process details: substrate temperature T2, duration of the

2nd and 3rd deposition stages (t2, t3), and the resulting integral copper and

gallium contents (cgiint and ggiint) of the as-grown films as measured by

x-ray fluorescence analysis.

T2 (�C) t2 (min) t3 (min) ggiint cgiint

330 100 3.3 0.28 0.90

425 58 3.9 0.30 0.89

525 25 3.2 0.28 0.84

093509-4 Mönig et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 093509 (2011)
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With decreasing maximum process temperature T2, our

AXES and SNMS results consistently show increasingly pro-

nounced gallium and indium gradients through the absorber

layer. Thereby, the model calculations for the non-

destructive AXES measurements show remarkable agree-

ment with the destructive SNMS measurements. Only the

very first data points of the copper concentration in the

SNMS depth profiles show deviations to lower values for all

samples, which is most probably related to the copper deple-

tion of chalcopyrite thin film surfaces with respect to their

bulk composition. As mentioned above, it was found

that this surface copper depletion is restricted to the top

atomic layer and is caused by a defect-induced surface

reconstruction,25–27 which is not accessible by AXES.20 The

reduced copper concentration in the SNMS data could be a

consequence of this. Considering the distance between the

data points of �10 nm, the first few SNMS points reflect

averaged values for the copper concentration due to the

extremely localized compositional deviation at the surface.

As the growth process is temperature induced, the

increasingly pronounced gallium and indium gradients with

decreasing substrate temperature can be attributed to the

inhibited inter-diffusion, even though the process times were

considerably longer with lower T2 (see Table I). Comparing

the process timeline in Fig. 2 with the SNMS depth profiles in

Figs. 3(d)–3(f) shows that with decreasing T2 the deposition

rates from the process are increasingly reflected in the gallium

and indium depth profiles. In particular, the sample with

T2¼ 330 �C shows an accumulation of gallium in the front

(x< 500 nm) and at the back x> 1500 nm. Gallium/indium

inter-diffusion can be assumed to be fast at a high deposition

temperature T2, i.e., a flat gallium gradient should be antici-

pated as soon as a substrate temperature of 525 �C is reached.

In this case the positive gallium gradient towards the back of

devices is often attributed to a preferential out-diffusion of

indium towards the absorber surface during stage 2, while

copper and selenium are evaporated onto the growing

absorber layer.5 Further introduction of indium, gallium, and

selenium during stage 3 of the deposition process results in

the positive gallium gradient towards the surface. As the max-

imum deposition temperature is reduced, the reduction of the

diffusion velocity of the different species within the growing

film becomes more and more dominating. Hence, at the very

low deposition temperature of T2¼ 330 �C, the process

FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of the AXES and SNMS data for the three investigated samples. (a)-(c): AXES peak intensity ratio ICu(b)/IGa(b) as a func-

tion of the exit angle b. The solid lines show model calculations based on Eq. (1) considering the copper and gallium concentration depth profiles (CCu(x) and

CGa(x)) shown as black dashed lines in the SNMS data. (d)-(f): SNMS depth profiles (color coded) and depth profiles used for the AXES model calculations

(black dashed lines at x< 500 nm). On the very right, zoomed cut-outs are shown.
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sequence of the 1st stage of the deposition process is partly

preserved in the gallium/indium depth profile. This shows that

at low deposition temperatures the gallium gradient within the

device can be controlled by the elemental deposition

rates.15,35

A further possible influence on the gallium grading is the

copper content of the final thin film. In principle, for multi-

stage co-evaporation, a higher copper content should lead

to a decrease of the gallium concentration at the absorber

surface.36 In our case, however, the effect of the different

temperatures dominates the growth kinetics, while the impact

of the small variations in the integral copper content of our

samples (cgi¼ 0.84 – 0.90, see Table I) on the gallium depth

profiles can be regarded as minor.

It should be noted that the presence of sodium is another

parameter, having an impact on the elemental inter-

diffusion. In standard high efficiency devices, sodium is sup-

plied to the growing thin film via diffusion from the glass

substrate through the molybdenum back contact. As the so-

dium diffusion is also temperature activated, there are differ-

ent amounts of sodium present within the final absorber

layer. It is found that this also affects the diffusion velocities

of the different species within the growing films,37 which has

to be considered for a comprehensive understanding of the

gallium/indium inter-diffusion mechanisms.

It is assumed that an increase of the band gap (or gal-

lium content, respectively) towards the front and towards the

back of the absorber, both can improve the efficiency of the

devices. However, the optimum grading parameters for such

a double grading profile (slopes and location of the mini-

mum) are still under discussion.8,9 Especially the grading pa-

rameters within the space charge region (towards the front)

seem to be critical.7,8,11 Thereby, the extension in depth of

the space charge region in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorbers lies in a

depth range of a few hundred nanometers,9,17 where under

solar cell operation, most of the photoexcited carriers are

generated.

Table II shows the characteristic PV parameters of devi-

ces made from absorber layers that have been deposited

in the same deposition runs as the samples for the depth pro-

file analyses. The photoactive band gap, Eactive
g , clearly

decreases with the maximum process temperature, although

the integral gallium content for the three processes is similar

(Table I). A simultaneous increase of jsc confirms this trend.

The reason for this is the minimum gallium content that can

be seen to vary in the SNMS depth profiles in Fig. 3. It seems

that at T2¼ 330 �C a region with very little or no gallium is

incorporated into the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin film. Interestingly

DEactive
g correlates well with the loss observed in Voc. Regard-

ing the fill factor FF, the gallium gradient in the surface near

region is most likely the restrictive factor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our study provides a detailed knowledge of the effects

of the substrate temperature on the depth dependent gallium

content with a particular emphasis on the depth range of the

space charge region in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films. The substrate

temperature during the growth of the absorber films is a

promising potential parameter to gain control over the depth

dependent gallium distribution and related band gap profile.

Combining variations of the evaporation profile with varia-

tions of the substrate temperature during the three stage pro-

cess could be an effective approach to test and optimize the

influence of band gap profiles in chalcopyrite absorbers. Our

comparative depth profile analyses by AXES and SNMS

provide a consistent and conclusive picture of the in-depth

gallium distribution for the investigated samples.
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